Abstract-In the last decade, fault tolerant controls (FTC) and faults can develop into malfunctions of the loop (Blanke have enjoyed tremendous success to effectively accommodate et al, 2001). The malfunctions can cause disastrous damages; defects in sensors, actuators, or plants. However, little of them the damages range from those affecting the qualities of final considered what should be done once a control system products to those involving dangers to property or loss of performance is degraded during the operation. The aim of this human life. The malfunctions must be mitigated and control paper is to maintain the performance of a control system at an systems should be maintained under any fault scenario. 
1 software in an optimal state for the purpose of of the system is known completely, and the reconfiguring maintaining a healthy performance of control systems. In algorithm is then developed according to the post fault model. details, it consists of three stages (Dai and Yang, 2003) : Karsai et al (2002) used the fault adaptive control to manage * Controller performance assessment. It is mainly the fault recovery, in which the plant is modeled as hybrid concerned with quantification of controller performance. bond graph. An observer is developed to track system Usually, one uses some measures -whether achievable behavior and the controller reconfiguration relies on a or ideal, subjective or objective -to determine control pre-developed controller library. Zhang and Jiang (2003) performance. Some of these measures are the proposed an active fault tolerant control system, which steady-state offset, integrated absolute error (IAE), explicitly incorporates with allowable system performance integrated squared error (ISE), and mean squared error degradation in the event ofpartial actuator faults in the design (MSE Fig. 1(a) is re-formatted to the one linked in parallel
rF Gl as shown in Fig. l(b) . The controlled by a PID controller. The I/O interface manages the -rTIS + S11Fm = r12HmFmn (16) data acquisition and signal conversion from analogue to digital and from digital to analogue. The PID controller -1 measures the liquid level of the process tank and regulates the where the solution of S1 is subject to the matrix Ftm , flow rate of the pump to maintain the liquid level of the whihxitswhn m issur nosnua an Fml.0 process tank at a desired value. In the normal operation, the I~~outlet flow rate of the water tank is constant. In order to set up a faulty environment in the experiment, the outlet flow rate is suddenly increased manually at the instant 300. As a result, S21 = [-0. existing control system as shown in Fig. 1, and 
